The temporal organization of posture changes during the first year of independent walking.
Although the development of upright posture has received considerable attention, the quiet stance of infants in their first months of learning this fundamental behavior has not been well studied. The purpose of the present study was to characterize the time evolutionary properties, or temporal organization, of these infants' unperturbed upright stance as well as to elucidate how somatosensory information influences that organization. Six healthy, full-term infants were tested monthly from walk onset until 9 months of independent walking experience while standing either independently or touching a static surface. The structure of sway was assessed through stabilogram-diffusion analysis using an exponential Ornstein-Uhlenbeck characterization. The results of this analysis revealed two new insights into postural development. First, the developmental changes in quiet stance involved a decreased rate at which sway decays to maximal variance, rather than an attenuation of the magnitude of that variance. Specifically, measures indexing amount of sway variance were significantly reduced when touching a static surface as compared with an independent stance condition, but revealed no change with increased walking experience. Further, a reduction in the average rate constant of decay indicated an increased influence of long time-scale sway corrections on the overall sway trajectory. Second, it was shown that, at early walk ages, the use of touch both reduced the amount of variance and shifted the rate constant of sway towards longer time-scale displacements. Taken in the context of previous research, these results support our conclusion that early postural development embodies the dual tasks of calibrating sensorimotor relations for estimation of self-motion as well as identification and tuning of control system properties.